Effects of prenatal low-dose beta radiation from tritiated water on learning and memory in rats and their possible mechanisms.
Pregnant adult Wistar rats were randomly divided into four groups. Three of these groups were irradiated with beta rays by a single intraperitoneal injection of tritiated water ((3)H(2)O) administered on the 13th day of gestation. The doses absorbed by their offspring were estimated to be 4.6, 9.2 and 27.3 cGy. The influence of radiation on the postnatal learning ability and memory behavior and on brain development of the offspring was investigated. The number of pyramidal cells (in areas CA1, CA2, CA3 and CA4) and neurons in the hippocampus of the offspring was also measured. In addition, the Ca(++) conductance of hippocampal pyramidal cells cultured in vitro was observed. The results showed that an exposure to 4.6 cGy could prolong avoidance response time significantly and decrease the number of hippocampal pyramidal cells in the CA1 area compared to controls. An exposure to 9.2 cGy significantly decreased the establishment of conditioned reflexes and the number of hippocampal pyramidal cells in the CA3 area. This exposure also induced the degeneration and malformation of hippocampal neurons cultured in vitro, in addition to decreasing the number of hippocampal neurons observed on each culture day. A dose of 27.3 cGy significantly decreased brain and body weights and the maximum electric conductance of Ca(++) in hippocampal pyramidal neurons. In general, dose-dependent effects were observed for most of the parameters assessed in the present study. Possible mechanisms are discussed.